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Flexible Optical Interconnects
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Abstract—This paper presents the development of an optical
interconnect embedded in a flexible substrate, including
embedded optical waveguides, light sources, and detectors.
Commercially available VCSEL and photo-detector (PD) chips
are thinned down to 30 _m, embedded into a flexible foil of
optical transparent material and coupled by means of embedded
waveguides and out-of-plane micro-mirrors. The resulting
structure shows very good flexible behavior and low optical
losses.

flexible optical interconnect, photo-detector, polymer
waveguide, VCSEL.

 I. INTRODUCTION

The drive for looking into such integration comes from a
variety of applications. Amongst these one can identify e.g. an
increasing use and interest in optical fibres for sensing
applications, triggered by their many advantages (EMI
immunity, high sensitivity, parallel read-out capacity…). For
these applications, the fibre sensors need to be coupled to
optoelectronic sources, detectors, etc. and the proposed flexible
embedded optical interconnections offer a highly integrated
solution.

The flexible character of the substrate opens ways to use
such substrates as foils over irregular surfaces (e.g. for
distributed sensing applications), on moveable surfaces (e.g. in
robotics) or to be folded into compact modules (for portable
devices, automotive, etc). The flexible behavior enables cheap
production processes like roll to roll production which have
been shown for flexible electrical interconnections.

Embedding optical interconnections counter the
fundamental bottlenecks of electrical interconnections such as
speed, packaging, fan-out and power dissipation. Many
research institutes (including ours [1]) have proven the
integration concept on a rigid printed circuit board. The
technology and the demonstrator in this paper take these optical
interconnections one step further to flexible substrates.

 II. FLEXIBLE OPTICAL WAVEGUDIES

Within the range of materials that can be used for the
optical layers, we have chosen for the use of Truemode
Backplane Polymer [2], Ormocer® [3] and Epocore [3]
materials to meet the requirements in view of their temperature
stability, optical and chemical properties, manufacturability

and compatibility with PCB processing. The optical materials
are however not flexible and strong enough to be bended
without cracking or damaging. Therefore these layers are
sandwiched between two Polyimide (PI) layers, one at the top
and one at the bottom, which absorb all stress and pressure
during bending, see Figure 1. Polyimide has been chosen
because of the existing know-how of electrical assembly on
Polyimide. It is the dominant material in the flexible circuits
industry because of its good electrical, chemical, temperature
and mechanical behavior [4].

Polyimide layers / highly flexible and very strong
Optical layers / less flexible and less strong

Figure 1 Symmetrical layer build-up releases the stress from the inner layers.

Patterning of the core-layer to create multimode 50 µm x
µm waveguides is carried out using either a standard
photolithography process or by laser ablation using a 248 nm
wavelength KrF Excimer laser.

Optimization of the technology for structuring waveguides
using laser ablation has been reported in earlier research for
rigid substrates [1], and can be applied for flexible substrates,
as all flexible layers are processed on a temporarily rigid carrier
which is released at the final stage of the process-flow. The
resulting stacks of optical- and PI- layers show good adhesion
and very good flexible behavior (down to bending radii of a few
millimeters), see Figure 2. The fabricated waveguides have low
propagation losses (below 0.15 dB/cm) and low bending losses
(below 0.15 dB/cm for a bending radius of 15 mm, and below
0.25 dB/cm for a bending radius of 8 mm).



Figure 2 Completed optical foil in TruemodeTM Backplane Polymer, bended
with radius of curvature of 1 cm.

Figure 3 Microscope images of a standard 150 _m thick VCSEL array (up),
and a 30 _m thinned VCSEL array (down).

Figure 4 Cross-section of a thinned VCSEL array, showing the absence of
edge damage.

 III. FLEXIBLE (OPTO-) ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Embedding rigid components like VCSEL and PD chips
inside a flexible substrate, asks for special measures to ensure
the flexibility. Standard commercially available optoelectronic
components have a typical thickness of 150 _m. Since we
have to apply Polyimide layers and waveguide layers on top of
the embedded die, the total thickness will become too large to
ensure good substrate flexibility. To counter this problem, a
thinning process for the dies has been developed to reach
thicknesses smaller than 30 _m. This way dies have even
proved to be bendable, increasing the reliability of the package.

The naked dies are mounted face down onto a temporary
rigid glass carrier with a dedicated wax, together with large
dummy GaAs chips. This carrier is attached to a jig which
rotates on a lapping disk which also rotates. The lapping disk
is covered with slurry. This slurry contains grains of Al2O3,
which removes material from the dies on a respectively
mechanically or chemical basis. The jig itself can apply a
controllable force on the dies. Because of the small dimension
of the VCSEL and PD arrays (1000 _m x 250 _m) the applied

load on the die is too high. Dummy GaAs dies are mounted
therefore around the functional dies during the lapping process
to divide the load over a larger area.

Fast processing is an advantage but is inherent connected
to higher surface damage. This is why we split the thinning
process into two consecutive steps. First a fast lapping step
with a grain size of 9 _m, achieving a lapping speed of ± 20
_m per minute. The large grain size damages the die surface,
which is than resolved by a polishing step with a grain of 0.3
_m thickness (lapping speed of 0.2 _m per minute). Fine-
tuning of the different process parameters resulted in a low
final backside roughness of the die, no surface damage, small
edge roundness of 0.8 _m and a high yield. Figure 3 shows a
thinned VCSEL array, and Figure 4 the low edge roundness.

 IV. EMBEDDING OPTO-ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Figure 5 shows the schematic overview of the process flow
to embed thinned VCSEL and PD array chips in a flexible foil,
coupled by embedded waveguides and 45˚ mirror structures.

For planarization reasons, the VCSELs and PDs are
mounted in a cavity inside the under cladding layer, structured
using the KrF Excimer laser, enabling accurate cavity
dimensions.

In Figure 5, the blue part stands for the rigid glass carrier,
the green layer is the bottom PI layer and the yellow layer is
the under cladding layer. In between the under cladding layer
and the PI layer, a metal island is deposited. This acts as a heat
sink for the active components and also as a laser stop.

The active components are mounted inside the cavity with
a low temperature curable adhesive. The adhesive needs to be
heat conductive but not electrical conductive and needs to show
very low viscosity to fill the whole cavity.

To reach the high alignment requirements and coupling
efficiencies, it is necessary that the die is perfectly leveled with
the substrate surface and not tilted. After placing the die in the
adhesion filled cavity, leveling can be achieved by pressing the
die into the cavity as shown in Figure 5. This way the tilt of
the chip is lower than 1 degree.

In the next step the die is covered with a cladding layer of
10 _m to finish the embedding of the die. This layer has
proven to be well planarized. Laser defined micro-vias are
drilled to the embedded contact pads and metalized.
Metallization is  needed to fan out the small pitch contact pads
of the embedded VCSEL and PD arrays (250 _m pitch) towards
larger pitch contact pads (2 mm pitch) on the substrate surface

The production of waveguides on top of the embedded dies
is done using standard lithography and an alignment error in
relation to the active area of the opto-electronic components is
within 5 _m. Out-of-plane turning mirrors are defined using
KrF Excimer laser ablation. The whole structure is then again
covered with a cladding layer to cover the metalized mirror and
to obtain final planarization.



Figure 5 Schematic overview of the process flow to embed optoelectronic
components in a flexible foil.

Figure 6 shows a cross-section of an embedded VCSEL
array in Truemode™ Backplane Polymer together with the
micro-mirror and the galvanic interconnection.

On top of the upper cladding layer a final PI layer is spin-
coated to finish the layer build-up. Laser ablation of the edges
enables the release of the rigid carrier. After release the
substrate shows no war-page or curling because of the
symmetrical build-up. The flexibility of the optical foil is
demonstrated in Figure 7.

The optical power loss for the complete embedded flexible
link is currently below 10 dB. In addition to lowering this loss
budget, future research is directed towards the thermal
management of the embedded actives, and the coupling with
optical sensors, to allow for a fully integrated optical sensing
foil.

Figure 6 Cross-section of an embedded VCSEL array in Truemode™
Backplane Polymer together with the micro mirror and the galvanic

interconnection.

Figure 7 Flexible optical foil with embedded waveguides, coupling
structures, VCSEL and PD chips, and electrical fan-out.
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